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Dale Hudson, Change Agent
and Hero
By Nancy Zavada, CMP
MeetGreen Debuts
New Resource
Looking for helpful
infographics for green
meetings? Look no further.

Does Your Event Play
Fair?
Nine strategies to improve
fairness at events.
Questions posed include:
Where does your event's
food and floral come from?
The answers can guide you
to choices that are more fair.

What if you had 10,697 participants from over 150
countries attend your event? Plus over 2,900 exhibitors
from 50 countries? All of them your peers in the
hospitality industry. And your inspiring goal is, “to be a
leader in event sustainability and focus on reducing
your environmental impact?”
In a desert city?
Then you might be Dale Hudson, Knowledge and
Events Director, IMEX Group guiding the IMEX team to
make a difference.
I met Dale Hudson nearly a decade ago and served
with her on the Green Meeting Industry Council Board
of Directors during the early years. Dale is passionate
about making the world a better place through a more
sustainable meetings industry, educating students and
giving back to the community through social programs.
Although softly spoken, her words carry a strength and
determination which have changed many a life.
Thanks to Dale and the IMEX Challenge, there has
been a long lasting legacy in the Las Vegas
Community.The Shade Tree, a local shelter for women,
children and their pets has been revitalized and a
wonderful healing garden now graces the property. In

IMEX Furthers
Sustainability Goals
MeetGreen and IMEX
partner to decrease the
footprint and improve
sustainability performance at
IMEX America.

2014 alone, $14,300 was raised and two gardens were
buily 46 volunteers in two days. She has also worked
to help Opportunity Village and Clean the World.
Her leadership in sustainable meeting initiatives has
impacted Las Vegas vendors, accommodations and
meeting venues who work together to make IMEX
America a green event. Daring to be change agents,
they started by setting four main objectives in 2014…
1. Decrease footprint in terms of water, energy,
emissions and waste
2. Measure and quantify the event’s environmental
footprint to better understand results and future
improvement needs
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